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TOTAL ASSETS

176,294 VNDb

7,502 USDm

TOTAL EQUITY

97,860 VNDb

4,164 USDm

REVENUE

29,799 VNDb

1,268 USDm

EBITDA

4,719 VNDb

201 USDm

NPAT

1,448 VNDb

62 USDm
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Hoa Phat's consolidated revenue for Q2-2023 reached VND

29,799b, went down by VND 7,914b, equivalent to down 21%

compared with Q2-2022 (VND 37,713b). Net profit after tax

(NPAT) was VND 1,448b, reduced by VND 2,725b, equivalent

to down 64% compared to corresponding period (VND

4,023b), but folds 3.78 times over those of Q1-2023.

Hoa Phat maintains the No. 1 market share in

domestic construction steel and steel pipes,

crude steel output increases thanks to export

promotion.

Steel segment accounted for the largest proportion with the 

contribution of 94% and 93% respectively to the Group's 

consolidated revenue and profit after tax, followed by 

Agriculture with 5% revenue and 4% NPAT and Real Estate 

with 1% revenue and 3% NPAT. 

Q2-2023, Hoa Phat supplied to the market totally 1.53 million tons of crude steel, up by 11%

compared to the previous quarter (1.38 million tons). Construction steel sales volume reached

784 thousand tons. Those of hot rolled coil (HRC) reached 734 thousand tons, the highest in the

past 5 quarters and exceeded 11% of HRC output in Q2-2022. Steel pipes and steel sheet sale

volumes reached 165 and 102 thousand tons, respectively. The Group's steel sales volume

month by month in the first half of this year tended to increase gradually and reached the

highest level in June.

Hoa Phat remains the leading position in the domestic steel market with market share of 32%

for construction steel and 27% for steel pipes. Total construction steel and HRC consumed in

Q2-2023 was significantly increased thanks to the expansion and diversification of export

markets, especially Europe and Southeast Asia. The proportion of exports increased sharply

from 45% in this quarter, showing the Group's efforts in market development for key raw steel

products.
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Financial Highlights

Q2-23 Q2-22 6T2023 6T2022

Revenue VNDb 29,799      37,714      56,665      82,118      

COGS VNDb 26,301      30,882      51,214      64,832      

Gross profit VNDb 3,195        6,540        4,871        16,648      

Gross margin % 11% 17% 9% 20%

EBITDA VNDb 4,719        8,092        8,223        19,803      

EBITDA margin % 16% 21% 15% 24%

NPAT VNDb 1,448        4,023        1,831        12,229      

Net margin % 4.9% 11% 3.2% 15%

Total assets VNDb 176,294    170,336    

Total equity VNDb 97,860      96,113      

ROA % 1% 7%

ROE % 2% 13%
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Hoa Phat's steel net revenue in Q2-2023 reached VND28,120b, equal to nearly 80%

compared to those of corresponding period last year (VND35,891b), but improved slightly, up

by 13% (equivalent to 3,300 billion) over Q1-2023. Export revenue increased from VND4,067b

to VND10,439b, increasing the proportion of exports from 15% to 35% of the Group's total

consolidated revenue.

(Sources: https://www.hoaphat.com.vn/investor-relations/financial-report)

Hoa Phat domestic and export revenue 1H2023

Total consumption of construction steel and HRC - CRC in Vietnam market for Q2-2023

decreased compared to Q1-2023. Consumption of construction steel reached only 2 million

tons, the lowest since 2022 and 8% lower than Q1-2023 (2.2 million tons), showing no clear

change from the real estate market and public investment. The increase in total output of Hoa

Phat crude steel sold in Q2 mainly came from exporting.

The poor recovery under expectations of Chinese steel demand is very clear when the

country's steel manufacturers are looking for ways to increase exporting and lower prices to

compete, putting pressure on world steel prices. Along with weak demand in most regions of

the world, construction steel prices fell continuously in Q2-2023 after rising in Q1-2023. In

Vietnam, during this Q2, the price of rebar has undergone 11 consecutive downward steps

and hit the bottom even even lower than the bottom of 2022.

Domestic crude steel consumption did not improve much QoQ as the domestic market

remained weak. Steel prices fell in line with world steel prices. Q2-2023 revenue

increased slightly from export expansion.
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Steel industry recorded a slight recovery in profit margin for Q2-

2023, but still waiting for more visible motivation for coming back

the sustainable growth cycle.

In Q2-2023, the domestic steel consumption has not recovered yet but the pressure on prices

has been eased somewhat thanks to lower input prices. Although revenue can't see

breakthrough improvements right away, profit margin indicators are recorded with an upward

trend. Hoa Phat Group's gross profit margin increased from 6% in the previous quarter to 11%

this quarter. Net profit margin increased from 1% to 5%.
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While Q2-2023 revenue from goods sold increased by VND 2,082b, equivalent to 8%, cost of

finished goods sold moved up only by VND 653b, equivalent to 3% over those of

corresponding period. Strict inventory managing has effectively worked, helped quickly realize

market up-to-date price of coal and iron ore and take advantage from market declines,

especially coal prices, thereby reducing steel production costs significantly compared to

previous periods, helping improve cost of sales. Therefore, Hoa Phat's profit margin was

thickened in this quarter despite of the decrease in steel prices.

Consecutive drops in steel prices in Q2-2023 also causes the net realizable value (NRV) of

steel products to decrease accordingly. However, stable iron ore price and lower coking coal

price have made the production cost and NRV trend are in alignment more than those of

previous period. This helps to reduce the provision to be provided from VND288b at the end

of Q1-2023 to VND259b at the end of Q2-2023, resulting in a reversal of VND29b that lowers

COGS.

Market of input materials for steelmaking keeps unstable and unpredictable due to

mixed expectations about steel demand. There are not many bright spots in general

economic conditions. The steel industry demand will be promising in long run but

there're challenges ahead to recover.

Coke prices were high mid-Q1-2023 due to the expectations of economic recovery in China.

However, weak Chinese economic data and a drop in property investment in Q2 has made

that belief fade quickly. Weakness in the steel sector overshadows the raw materials market.

High coal inventories in China forced Australian coal prices to drop in mid-Q2-2023. However,

market expectations on mandatory requirement for Chinese government's action for economic

stimulus measures by the end of the quarter contributed to a slight increase in coal prices.

Ore price also experienced many slight ups and downs, reflecting market sentiment rather

than the actual demand of the steel industry.
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Lower raw material prices help relief pressure on production cost. 
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Hoa Phat's financial expenses are recognised at VND1,349b for Q2-2023, a slight increase of

VND18b over Q1-2023, but decreased by 34%, equivalent to VND684b over corresponding

period last year. The structure of financial expenses has changed significantly. Interest

charged in Q2-2022 accounted for just a small half of total finance expenses, increasing to

76% in this quarter while proportion of net exchange rate loss decreased. 

VND interest rates have been on the rise since the last 6 months of 2022 and started to 

decline at the end of Q2-2023. USD interest rates have not shown signs of cooling down and 

even awaiting for the next climb to complete the chain of actions to control inflation of the Fed. 

Therefore, although Hoa Phat's loan balance has remained stable in the past 3 quarters and 

has decreased sharply by more than 10,000 billion compared to 30 Jun 2022, interest 

expenses still keep going up by each quarter. Over corresponding period last year, it 

increased by 44%, equivalent to 312 billion dong.
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As forecasted by the World Steel Association, global steel demand will start to recover in 

2023, then will increase but at a slow pace. As China is gradually shifting to in-depth 

development and has more demand for high-quality steel products, there is little hope that this 

country will be a great driver for the crude steel industry. Meanwhile, this growth engine is 

expected to lie heavily in India and other emerging Asian economies. Loosening in monetary 

policy can be a hope to help the domestic real estate industry warm up, but it can't be quickly. 

During that time, Hoa Phat considered that export could be a more potential consumption 

channel.

Loan balance remained stable. Interest rates keep rising. The exchange rate fluctuates

within a small band.

USD exchange rate remained quite stable in April and May 2023 and increased by around

100 points during the last weeks of June, explaining for the gains on the realized exchange

rate difference of VND57b, but unrealized losses of VND154b for monetary items dominated

in foreign currencies at the end of the period. However, compared to the previous year, the

exchange rate has been pretty flat and the total impact from foreign exchange risk has

decreased more than 10 times compared to the corresponding period last year (from a loss of

VND1,090b to VND97b). Hoa Phat's expenses related to foreign exchange rate difference are

only VND28b for 1H2023.
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The domestic market has always been considered as the target consumption market of Hoa

Phat. However, as there is no positive signal that the domestic steel industry is prospering

again, Hoa Phat Group temporarily increased consumption volume by expanding the

customer base abroad, diversifying export markets to many countries in many regions: Asia,

Africa, Europe but being independent from all regions or countries. Domestic revenue is

expected to increase when Vietnam market recovers. 
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Hoa Phat continued to tighten inventory management, temporarily

developed export markets

In the condition of unstable coal and ore markets, Hoa Phat maintains tight control of

inventories

Hoa Phat has not yet run at full capacity of steel mills. In the context of unstable fuel prices,

the Group maintains a low inventory level in all warehouses applied for all raw materials, fuel,

work-in-progress and finished products. Inventory days have been lowered and remained

stable for the past one year and are continuing to be strictly controlled, especially for input raw

materials. The number of days for raw materials in this period is 65 days and finished

products is 46 days, a slight decrease compared to the previous quarter, reducing the total

inventory turnover to 118 days. Inventory balance also dropped to more than 32 trillion, the

lowest level in the past 2 years. Maintaining this inventory policy helps Hoa Phat quickly

refresh product prices, cope more flexibly with unpredictable market fluctuations, preserve

working capital resources and strengthen internal forces to thicken profit margins.

Consumption volumes increased from exporting markets as domestic market hasn't

had positive signal yet. 
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FINANCE DEPARTMENT - HOA PHAT GROUP
Investors Relationship Function

ir@hoaphat.com.vn 

+84 24 3974 7751

https://www.hoaphat.com.vn/
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The information in this document is provided by the Investor Relations Function - Hoa Phat Group's Finance

Department for the purpose of disclosing information related to the Group's business results in the disclosing

period. This document may contain information predicting for the future, which involves in risks and uncertainties.

Forecasts are subject to change as a result of risks and unforeseen events in the future and may differ from

actual results.

This document has been prepared for reference purposes only. Hoa Phat Group is not responsible for any

decision made based on the information herein.
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DISCLAIMER

https://www.hoaphat.com.vn/

